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Urban Soles Outpost 

"Earth-Friendly Sole Provider"

There's something about this unassuming, little strip-center shoe store

that exudes a zen-like calm that draws you in. The super-friendly, low-key

owners greet you and let you go about your business. The casual shoes

are the outdoorsy kind that would also work in a walking town like San

Francisco (think European walking shoe with a little more style). There are

even earth-friendly options. They have shoes for the whole family. The

surprise in this place is a fantastic collection of purses that are both fun

and utterly functional

 +1 713880 1187  www.urbansolesoutpost.com  506 West 19th Street, Houston TX
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Louis Vuitton 

"All Things Leather"

The Louis Vuitton store in Texas is just another addition to the acclaimed

brand's already expanding business. Located in the upscale Uptown

Houston, the store specializes in leather goods and accessories. You will

find a range of leather handbags, purses, shoes, wallets and a lot more.

The beautifully decorated and peaceful interiors of the store and the

cheerful staff make shopping an absolute delight here. Don't forget to

check out some of the absolutely spectacular jewelry designs and the

great collection of watches too, while you're at it. Spend a little and go

stylish with Louis Vuitton.

 +1 713 960 0707  eu.louisvuitton.com/eng-e1/point-of-

sale/usa/louis-vuitton-houston-

galleria

 5015 Westheimer Road, Suite 2490A,

Houston TX
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Jimmy Choo 

"Choose Your Shoes"

Initially a small shop in London's East End area, Jimmy Choo has gained

success in the land of the free as well. Several stores across the country

carry the same spirit of fashion. Accessories like bags and clutches are

appreciated for their modern day styling. But the thing that Choo is

especially well known for are the shoes. The classy designs of the sandals

and boots are much talked about, and so is the quality of the leather. Even

celebrities like Helen Mirren and Cameron Diaz have been spotted

donning their products on the red carpet.

 +1 713 621 9404  www.jimmychoo.com/  info@jimmychoo.com  5015 Westheimer Street, The

Galleria, Houston TX
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DSW Designer Shoe Warehouse 

"Happy Feet"

Whether you are looking for an elegant pair of heels or formal shoes for

an upscale party or a comfortable pair of sneakers for a casual outing,

DSW Designer Shoe Warehouse has you covered. Be mesmerized by their

absolutely stunning and versatile array of men's, women's and children's

footwear at accessible prices that include collections from popular brands

like Nike, Adidas, Guess, Converse, Steve Madden and many more. While

you are here, you can also browse through their impressive collection of

handbags and accessories to go with your shoes.

 +1 713 977 8691  stores.dsw.com/us/tx/houston/7534

-westheimer-road

 7534 Westheimer Road, Woodlake/

Briar Meadow, Houston TX
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